The dynamics of basketball, due to the relatively small court but also to regulations concerning the time of attack, has required finding, by the specialists in this field, new ways of collaboration and specific actions between a certain team's players. Thus has appeared the 2 on 2 play, with its improved version called pick and roll, which has "exploded" over the last years, becoming the most important element in many coaches' strategy. As a description, pick and roll represents the tactic move to which participate the player in possession of the ball and a tall player, which screen him out, temporarily blocking the way of its defender. The purpose of this research is analyzing, in a national champion team, the frequency, the versions and the efficiency of these tactic moves.
Hypothesis and purpose
Starting from the hypothesis that ball screen is an important element in the game strategy [1] , we have set as purpose pursuing and inventorying this collective action, using specific techniques and methods.
The purpose of this research has been to determine in what measure the players of the studied team have managed to apply the ball screen [2] , which have been the most used versions and especially the efficiency of this action.
Methods and subjects
The theoretical documentation has contained explaining, based on specialized literature, terms related to ball screen and the versions of thisoffensive move -pick and roll [3] , pick and pop [4] , and pick and slide [5] .
Also, in order to accomplish the purposes of this research, I have used the analytical method of video data processing.
In the season of 2012-2013, the national championship for teams in under-23 category, has counted four teams and has had place in five tournaments, each team playing a total of 15 games. Here is the ranking at the end of the season: 1. BCM Danzio Timișoara; 2. University of Cluj Napoca; 3. Olimpia Bucharest; 4. SCMU Craiova.
The subjects of research have been the members of the girls basketball team BCM Danzio Timișoara, national champion at under-23 category, having as coaches Dan Ionescu and Veronica Gavrilă.
Results
The analysis was focused on finding the number of ball screen's of the total number of attacks, the court areas in which these screen's have taken place compared with the midcourt line, with the three-point line, as well as with the free throw line. The analysis was also focused on the percentage of the success in this offensive move, the results obtained being contained in tables: Table 1 shows that, out of 1242 attacks, the studied team has tried to take advantage of the advantages of ball screen 343 times, which represents 27.61%. Also, the percentage of the court areas from which the studied team has tried to initiate and capitalize ball screen is specified. The central area of the court (the area delimited by the imaginary prolongation of the sidelines of the three second area) has been used the most for the execution of a pick and roll move -162 times, representing 47.23% out of the total moves. The left area of the court has been used 116 times -33.81%, while the right area of the offensive side has been used 65 times, representing 18.95% out of the total moves. We can thus draw one first conclusion, namely that the central area of the court offers more opportunities to finalize the attack. After using the screen and after obtaining a mini-advantage created by the switch between players, the player with the ball could go towards the basket, pass decisively to the player who has come to box out for him and then he could demarcate straight to the basket, or the first player could pass to a demarcated teammate, situated on each of the sidelines of the court [6] .
Depending on the team structure in the court, on the chosen possibilities of finalization (two or three point throw) and on the reaction of the opposing team against the ball screen, the team of BCM Danzio has realized over 75% of the blocks outside or at the three-point line (260 times). Equally disproportioned has been the situation concerning the area in which the block out has been realized, compared with the free-throw line, with 305 (88.92%) cases above this line.
The data contained in table 2 show that the most used version for ball screen has been the pick and roll one (192 times, representing 55.97%). Pick and pop version has been used 114 times (33.23%), the last one being pick and slide, used only 37 times (10.78%). Table 3 shows the percentage of the successful actions of ball screen, depending on the areas in which they have been used. By successful action we mean getting a foul, scoring a basket or scoring a basket with foul. The central area of the court has brought most satisfactions, 107 actions (66.04%) out of the total 162 ending in favor of the attack. The big number of successful actions may also represent the reason why this area of the court has been most used for ball screen.
Not far from this value were situated the actions initiated in the left area of the court. Thus, 71 out of 116 actions, representing 61.20%, ended in favor of the attack. One explanation could be that the player in possession of the ball, due to the block out received from a teammate, was able to go towards the basket, dribbling with his right hand.
The actions initiated in the right area of the court were situated at the other extreme, with successful actions of only 49.23% in favor of the attack. A possible explanation could be the need of going towards the basket by dribbling with the left hand.
Overall, we could say that the players of the studied team have been well organized concerning the versions of ball screen, managing to capitalize 210 (61.22%) out of a total of 343 attacks used (graphic no.1)
Graph 1. Finalization of the action

Discussions
Following the analysis of the offensive move pick and roll we cannot ignore the fact that the successful actions of this type of attack are determined by the quality of the participating players. By quality we mean the level of technical and tactical knowledge and of psychomotric skills, as well as the somatic type [7] . In the studied team there was only one center player whose motricity specific to the basketball game was able to partially satisfy the application of this king of attack. During the time when this player was not in the court, the actions based on pick and roll [8] did not suffer, but have also been efficiently realized by the players which didn't have the same somatic characteristics.
Conclusions
At the studied team, the ball screens are important elements in the game strategy, over 27% of the total number of attacks being based on this action. At the studied team, the percentage of successful actions using pick and roll has had a fluctuating value, depending on the area in which the action has had place. When the number of the opponents and the level of the defense increase, the number of successful actions decreases. The percentage of using offensive moves pick and roll and of its versions (pick and pop and pick and slide), has generally had an almost constant value, no matter the opponent or its type of defense. The difference between the extreme performances (the amplitude) is of 16.81%. This fact brings to coaches the issue of emphasizing the factors which determine the efficiency of pick and roll, in order to decrease its fluctuation from a preparatory stage to another.
